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"Be not slow to visit the si'ck: for by these things 
thou shalt be confirmed in love. 11 • 
Ecclesiasticus 
CHA?TEK_I 
'INTRODUCTION 
Hospitals throughout the nation are interested in 
developing new :patterns of organization which will improve 
services to the people in their communities. 
Progressive :patient care is one concept of improvement 
which shows promise and which, in recent months, has aroused 
widespread interest. ·The central theme of the progressive 
:patient care concept is. the organization of facilities, ser-
vices, and staff around the medical and nursing needs of the 
:patient. Patients are grouped according to their degree of 
illness and need .for care, and the staff serving each group 
of :patients is selected and trained to :provide the kind· of 
services needed by that group. 
Since the general hospital is a focal :point for com-
munity health, the :progressive patient care concept envisions 
the general hospital of the .future as a t3ommuni ty n::eal th cen-
ter -- the focus .for both outpatient and inpatient care; as 
~uch concerned with the care .for the long-term :patient (in-
cluding the mentally ill and the tuberculous) as it is now .for 
the care of the short-term :patient; as much concerned with 
extending good medical and hospital care to the home by assis~ 
ing the :physician in the care of the :patient at home, as with 
assisting the physician in the care of the patient in the hos-
pital.1 
Prior to the establ1.shl:o,ent.of any part o:f progressive 
patient care, agreement among the board of trustees, the ad-
ministration, and the medical staff ·should be reached, because 
lack of cooperation by these groups and a lack of coordination 
among such departments as nursing, busine·ss office, admitting, 
houseJ.ceeping, and dietary could result 1n failure of the pro ... 
gram. A successful· progressive patient care program .is de-
pendent upon effective teamwork and interdepartmental cooper-
ation and coordination. 2 
A plan of progressive patient care groups together 
with patients with sini.ilar medical and nursing needs, ~d 
.. 
organize·:S medical, nursing and related ser'Vlces to meet the 
needs of each patient group. In its broad concept, it goes 
beyond hospital walls, incorporating organized home care and 
other ambulatory services. It envisions the community general 
hospital as the :focal point for care of patients with a wide 
range of needs, short-term and long-term, bedfast and a.mbu-
latory. 
1 
. Elements of Progressive Patient Care, u.s. Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Ser-vice, 
(Wash., D.D., Government Printing Office, 1959), p. 1. 
·2 
.A.daline 0. 
ed in the Records," 
p. 85. 
Hayden, "Progressive Patient Care Reflect..;. 
Modern Hospital, LXLII, (January, 1959), 
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Interest in progressive patient care has been enhanced 
by the situation in which hospitals .find themselves because 
o.f continuing increases in the extent and complexity o.f patien 
care requirements, the scarcity o.f qualified personnel, and 
the constantly increasing costs o.f hospital operation. A 
critical l.ook at the methods o.f organizing hospital services 
and the balance between inpatient, ambulatory and long-term 
.facility care is needed.3 
Statement of the Problem ----~--- -- --- ----~= 
This study was to determine the readiness of the 
professional nursing staff for the establishment of progres-
sive patient care in one 300-bed general hospital. (i.e. the 
establishment o.f intensive, intermed.iate, self-care, and 
chronic.;.. care units). 
The purpose of the study was to determine the degree 
of knowledge and understanding-crt the par£ of the nursing 
staff as well as the .attitudes that predominated in relation 
to progressive patient care. 
Justification £! ~ Problem 
For the past few years the administration and members 
of the medical staff have shown increased interest in the 
plan of progressive patient care. 
In January, 1961, a questionnaire was sent by the 
3 Jack C. Haldeman, Faye G. Abdallah, ''Concepts o.f Pro-
l~<:ressive Patient Care."·Hospitals XXXIII. (June 1 1959)_n_<L41 
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Director o£.Nursing Service of the Carney Hospital, to 25 
hospitals o£ 200-300 beds, asking if an intensive nursing 
care unit had been established •. Fifteen replies were receive 
and seven o£ these hospitals answered yes. 
The planning of a visit to the Manchester Eemorial 
Ho.spi tal, Manchester, Connecticut was arranged. This hospi t 
was used for the pilot study by the United States Public 
Health Service regarding progressive care. It was :felt that 
seeing a progressive patient care plan in action would aid in 
the development oi a study at. Carney Hospital. 
In the spring of 1961, the subject of progressive 
patient care was considered at meetings with professional 
nursing staff at di£ferent levels& As a part of in-service 
education the following topics were discussed: 
1. The fi~e phases of progressive patient care. 
2. The pilot study at Manchester Memorial Hospital, 
Manchester, Connecticut .. 
3. · A review of 11 Elements of Progressive Patient Care' 
a publication of the U.S. Public Health Service •. 
In more recent months reprints from nursing and has-
pi tal j ou:rnals were distributed to an:O. .discussed with the pro-
fessional nursing staff. 
Scope ~ Limitations 
This survey was conducted at the Carney Hospital, 
Boston, Massachusetts, a.300;..bed general hospital, including 
medical, surgical, and pediatric patients. The study was 
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limited to ascertaining the readiness of the professional 
nursing staff for the establishment of progressive patient 
care. Questionnaires given to professioha.:L nurses numbered 
135. There were 102 returned.. The findings were based on the 
. . 
analysis of the data received 'in the responses contained. in, · 
the questionnaires. 
Definitions £! Terms 
ressive :Patient Care: 
· The organization of. f'acili t;tes, services,. and staff 
around the medical and nursing needs of ,patients. 
The Public Health Service 1 s concept of progressive 
patient care includes the following five elements· 
of patient care integrated into a continuing recovery 
program. 
1. An intensive· care unit :for the critically ill. 
2. .An intermediatescare 1l.nit for patients whose 
condition has sta'bilized and who require remedial 
care .. 
3. ·A self-care unit for patients· who are physically 
able to care. fqr tb,(;msel ves and who require re* 
storative care or.diagriosis. · 
4. A continuation care un'it for long-term patients 
requiring prolonged care. 
5. An org~ized home 'care. program that is hospital-
based.4 · -
U.S. Department of Heal'th,. Education, and Welfare, 
Public.Health Service Report; (Wash., D.C.: 1959). . 
-5,;.;. 
Knowledge: 
The .facts or condition of :possessing within mental 
grasp through instruction, study, research, or ex-
perience, one or more truths~ .facts, principles or 
other objects o~ perception.~ 
Attitude: 
Behavior representative of feeling or conviction --
an organismic state of readiness to act that is often 
accompanied by considerable af.fect and that may be 
activated by an approprgate stimulus into signi.ficant 
or meaning.ful behavior. · 
Preview £! Methodology 
A sample questionnaire was given to seventeen :pro-
fessional nurses, in the Master 1 s :program at Boston Universi~ 
in order to determine the validity o.f the questions. As a 
result revisi!)ns were made on the questionnaire.. One hundred 
and thirty-.five questionnaires were then given to the pro-
.fessional nursing staff of Oarney Hospital. 
The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the 
degree of knowledge; and the attitudes of acceptance that 
existed among the professional nursing personnel in regard to 
progressive :patient care. 
5 . 
Web_ster' s ·Third New International Dictionarv (Mass., 
G. & O. Merriam Oo., 1961), p. 1252·~. 
6 
Ibid. p. 141. 
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Sequence £i Presentation 
The remainder of the study is divided into the 
following chapters: 
Chapter II contains the theoretical framework of the 
study including a review of literature, the basis and state-
ment of the hypothesis .. 
Chapter III describes the tool used to collect the 
data, its selection and procurement of the datae · 
Chapter IV presents and discusses the results of the 
data. 
Chapter V summarizes the findings and presents the 
conclusions and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL . FRA:MJmi'ORK OF THE STUDY 
Review £i Literature 
As early as 1958, ·. the . .following statement was made in 
regard to the pilot study of progressive patient care at 
Manchester Memorial Hospi tai, Manchester,. Connecticut. 
In gauging whether the study at Manchester will set 
a national pattern, it is too early to suppose that 
probability will over tB.ke possibility. :But it .is 
not too early to predict that the experience there, 
after being relayed as an of'ficial report ;to the 
Public Health Service, will evoke serious considera-
tion of' the organiza~ion and realignment of pmctions 
of the 7,000 hospitals i:tt the United States._ . 
Since the above statenent was made there has been an 
increase in the number of' hospitals being built and renovated 
according to progressive care p~ans. · 
Health leaders haiVe been engaged in a never-ending 
search for ways and means to provide the kind of services the 
people need in ways that are most acceptable.· to them. In 
these days, when the chronic diseases and other long-term dis-
abilities are the dominant clinical burden, neither the hos-
pital not the health department can escape its share of re-
' sponsibility for providing the services such illnesses require! 
1 
Mil ton Golin, "At Last - A Hospital To Fit Doctor-
Patient Needs," Journal·of the .American Medical Association, 
OLXVI, (April 26, 1958), p. 2180. 
2 
Jacko. Haldeman, "Progressive ·Patient Care," u.s. 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health 
Service Report, LXXIV, (May, 1959), No. 5. 
Many health leaders entrision the hospital o:f the 
:future as a community health center, providing a program whict 
will coordinate :facilities, services and sta:f:f. uThe patienttte. 
needs :for medical and nursing care dictate the placement o:f 
the patient in this center, in contrast to the present pattern 
o:f the :facility dictating the kind of care that the patient 
. 3 
may receive. 11 
When in an inspired moment, the principle o:f service-
according to need was given the name of progressive patient 
care at least one student o:f the ·subject reacted almost as he 
did when 11 chari ty 11 becam_e known as 11 social wel:farel!'.. Not 
... 
because progressive patient care was a comforting euphemism 
but because it was a new and provocative designation to draw 
attention to a crying need. And this it has been doing ad-
mirably. It dramatizes one o:f the inexcusable weaknesses of 
hosp·i tal care while serving notice that anything less than 
progressive patient care will belong to the past after a 
reasonable period o:f adjustment will have run out.4 
Having emerged :from the pre-scientific era, and 
nowmoving :forward at breath-taking pace with the 
collaboration o:f modgrn sociology, there is no 
substitute for Progressive Patient Care. I:f its 
application seems revolutionary, we c:an comfort 
3 
Anthony J.J. Rourke, 11 These Questions, Facts and 
Statistics .Are lfuat the Planner Has to Work 1ii th, 11 Hosp~ tals, 
XXXIII, (February 1, 1959), p. 33. 
4 
E.M. :Bluestone, 11 The Promise of Progressive Patient 
Care", Pictoclinic, (IndiEma: .Ames Company, 1961), VIII, 
p 0 3. 
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ourselves with the thought that once established 
it will yield d_ividends which Will extend far 
into the future. The museum-piece of hospital 
history--the large open charity ward--will dis-
appear like the other ~ndiscriminate and obsolete 
methods of planning. Intensive care facilities 
will multiply, as the Recovery Room next to the 
Operating Room has proved so effectively.5 
Progressive patient care is practical, flexible, and 
more productive. 
wnat's the Matter with the Present System? 
Why do we need a new approach to patient care? 
Well, let's look at the picture today. The 
hospital administrator wishes he could add more 
nurses to his staff. But he doesn't know where 
to find them and, even if he did, his budget 
probably couldn't stand it. The doctor would 
like to see more nurses around, too; he has a 
critically ill patient on one of the medical 
floors and he would like her to receive closer 
observation than is possible under the circum-
stances. 
The patient isn't very happy, either. He wants 
more professional nursing care--present figures 
show he receives only 18 minutes of it every 
18 hours. The nurse is probably the unhappiest 
of all. She'd like to spend more time with her 
patients, but her many increasing responsibilities 
seem calculated to keep her away from the bedside." 
She knows too, that the critically ill patient 
needs more attention, but she can gnly give it at 
the risk of neglecting the others. · 
Many of these problems stem from the fact that most 
of today's general hospitals were actually designed and have 
5 
Ibid. 6-
Faye G • .A.bdellah, E. Josephine Strachan, "Progressive 
Patient Care, 11 American Journal of Nursing, LIX, {May 1959), 
p. 650. 
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been operated only for the care of the acutely ill, short-
term patient--even though such patients comprise less than 
half of all the patients cared for in general hospitals. 
dan we say that hospitals designed ~d operated in this way 
have been operating at full' efficiency and making their great-
est potential contribution to the public health? Is there a 
better way to organize our present services, facilities, and 
staff so that patients' needs can be better met, nursing ser-
vice can be distributed more evenly and appropriately, and the 
community more comprehensively served?7 
One of the early reports of the research team, 
Dr. Faye G. Abdallah, chief of the Public Health Servicer'!:l 
research group at Manchester Memorial Hospital, Manchester, 
Connecticut, listed a number of beliefs about progressive care 
that the group was seeking to prove true or false by means of 
observation. 
11 We do not know that these beliefs are true," Dr. 
Abdallah _said. 11 The genera~ feeling is that they are true .. " 
Among the beliefs listed are the following: 
1. The rapidity with. which medical and nursing pro-
cedures can be carried out has a direct bearing 
on patient recovery. · 
2. Complications· related to patient care· are re-
duced. 
3. Length of stay can be reduced by progressive 
carej the patient is better able to return home 
and to work. 
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4. Doctor, patient and family relationships have 
improved. · 
5. Medical interstaff department relations and trustee 
relationships have improved. 
6. Nurse-doctor relationships have improved. 
7. Nurse-patient and nurse-family relationships have 
improved. 
8. Patient·satisfaction has improved. 
9. The nurse's job satisfaction has improved. 
10. Patients on special care units assign greater 
importance to medical and nursing care than to 
their physical surroundings. 
11. It is more economical to patients, family and 
hospital to have progressive care than the usual 
type of service found in general hospitals. 
12. Self-service units can be furnished with home 
furnishings at a great reduction to cost. 
13. Personal services can be provided on the self• 
service unit at a reduction in cost. 
14. Equipment can be concentrated in specific areas at 
reduced costs to the hospital. 
15. A minimal and optimal staffing pattern can be 
determined for each type of progressive care unit. 
16. Nurses on special care and self:...service units 
have more time to spend with patient. 
17. Assignment of nursing personnel to specific units 
makes for the utilization of the nurse's prepa-. 
ration and characteristics. 
18. Selfo..service areas should be separated from the 
main hospital plant. 
19. Special care units should be so located as to per-
mit easy movement of patients·from one area to · 
another .. 
20. Special care units should be set up so that each 
area is self-sufficient in ter.ms of equipment, 
-12-
medication, supplies, linens. 
These and other.beliefs have been tested by hospitals 
that have adopted progressive patient care. If these state-
ments are true, one could not argue that this method is more 
adv~tageous than the present system of patient care.8 
Actually it is not a new concept in the strictest 
sense of the word, but a swing back to a certain type of 
specialization.. In the early part of the century a wide 
variety of hospitals had come into being, each specializing 
in an area, such as cancer, tuberculosis, maternity, pediatric: 
or contagious diseases. With the depression the trend· veered 
to a more comprehensive type of general hospital, not only 
from an economic necessity but from the realization that 
patients might have a number .of ailments.. Now a swing back 
motion ·is in order which will put, 11 the right patient, in the 
right bed, with the right services, at the right time."9 
The underlying philosophy of progressive patient care 
is a coordinated pattern of services and facilities. I<!ost of 
tlie emphasis thus far has been concentrated on the concept as· 
it applied to a single hospital.. This is a necessary first 
s.tep in the advancement of the over-all philosophy. Each 
e 11 Report on progressive care--It Works," Modern 
Hospital, .LXL, (May, 1958), pp. 77-78. · 
. 9 
Jack 0. Haldeman, Faper Presented at Workshop on 
Organization of Hospital Inpatient Services, American Hospital 
Association, Chicago, Illinois~ (January 27, 1961). 
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·, 
_..,: 
hospital, there.fore, should consider.progressive patient care 
in light o.f its own needs and adopt whatever portions might 
be most sui ted .for that particular insti tu:tion .. 10 
The year l96i, was au encour&gifl.g- period to many 
observers o.f the hospital .field. There was promising evidence 
that although .American hospita~[3continue to be·con.fronted 
with many problems, they were not only maintaining a high 
level o.f patient care but atso significantly expanding their 
services. Across the country, thousands o.f hospitals were 
presently planning for enlarged bed capacities to meet the 
greater demands of a growing nation. But, as importantly, 
~any of these hospitals were concurrently planning to introdua 
new dimensions of service to their communities.. There has 
been a decided quickening of int~rest in such new program 
activities as rehabilitation, care of the mentally and chroni't": 
cally ill, and extension o.f hospital services to the patientst 
homes. These ventures into hitherto largely unexplored fields 
on the part o.f the community general hospital have been grati-
fying examples of a greater maturity and sensitivity to the 
!health needs of the people.ll 
10 
Ibid. 
11 
W .K. Kellogg Foundation Annual Report, (Michigan: 
.IW .K. Kellogg Fo~dation,. 1961), p. 73. 
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v 
Implications ~or Nursing Service: 
Planning for patient care in a hospital with progres-
sive patient care requires a new look at methods o~ super-
vising nursing care •. Many nursing leaders felt that since 
patients, with perhaps the exception o~ obstetrical patients, 
no longer were segregated by service, specialization o~ super-
visors, head nurses; or team leaders by type o~ service was 
no longer adequate. The basic principles of supervision, 
management of nursing unit, and concept o~ the team leader 
remained the same. The one di~£-erence was in the lack o~ 
specialization o~ nursing practices. 
I~ nurses are to be prepared as generalists, this 
immediately presents several problems& Studies 
show·that professional nurses have decided pre-~erences for one unit or service over another.l2 
Some nurses like situations in which their hands or 
feet are busy, whereas others prefer units where they have an 
opportunity to teach and rehabilitate patients. Can pro~es­
sional nurses be prepared to care for any type of patient? 
If nurses are not generalists, would staf~ing patterns on pro-
gressive patient care units be so inflexible that rotation 
would not be possible? 
Nursing personnel in the progressive patient care 
hospital focus on the common medical and nursing 
needs of the patient regardless of the patient's 
12 
Edith M .. Lentz and Robert G. Michaels, 11 Compar::ison 
betweenMedica1 and Surgical Nurses," Nursing Research, VIII, 
( 19 59 ) ' p • 19 2 •. 
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diagnosis. Thus, nurses are given the opportunity 
to plan £or total nursing care o£ the patient rather 
than for medical nursing care or surgical nursing 
care.l3 
It would seem to be to the advantage of nursing ser-
vice administrators and nursing educators to follow carefUlly 
the development of progressive patient care. They will then 
be prepared and ready to implement this typeof nursing in 
both service and educational areas. 
]asic Assumption 
It is a basic assumption that the professional nursine 
staff of the hospital studied would be willing to accept, and 
participate in a change in hospital patterns provided they 
have been oriented to, and have become familiar with the con-
cepts underlying the care of patients in the proposed program. 
It is assumed that the professional nursing staff have gained 
considerable knowledge on the subject of progressive patient 
care and that some have had contact with a hospital having one 
or more units. 
Statement £! ~ Hypothesis 
The professional nursing staff at Carney Hospital in-
dicate a readiness for the establishment of progressive patien 
care., 
13 
· Faye :S. Abdellah et al., "Patient-Centered .A.pproache ~ 
to Nursing,'.' (New York: MacMillan.Company, l9b0), p. 33. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Selection and Description of the Sample: 
After personal request and permission had been obtained 
~rom the Board of Trustees of the Carney Hospital, through the 
~dministrator, to study the professional nursing staff in re-
~ation to acquired knowledge and prevailing attitudes, concern· 
ling the progressive patient care concept, a questionnaire was 
~repared. This method was selected as the most appropriate 
~or obtaining the required information from a large group& 
A trial run of the questionnaire was given to sevente~ 
~rofessional nurses in the Master• s program at Boston Universii; 
lfuis was done to determine the validity and clarity of the 
~uestions. Deletions and additions ~ere made to the question-
~aire before' its distribution to the professional nursing ·stafj 
pf the hospital. It was thought since interest in progressive 
~atient care existed, the securing of adequate, prompt respon~ 
~ould not be difficult to obtain. This group of professional 
~urses had previously participated in an educational program 
Jn progressive patient care, and lit~rature on the subject had 
Jeen made available to them... The interest of the administrato:r 
md medical staff of this hospital in progressive patient care, 
~as the reason for ascertaining the readiness of the profession 
~1 nursing staff for a change in method. 
Tools for the collection of' the data: 
1. A letter1 explaining the reason for the question-
naire and soliciting cooperation. 
2. A questionnaire2 composed of.thirty-one questions 
covering the various aspects of progressive patient care and 
asking for personal infor.matfuon. 
Eight questions were plapned to obtain information 
concerning the knowledge acquired in regard to progressive 
patient care. Seventeen questions related to the attitudes 
within,the group regarding acceptance or rejection of' the 
progressive care conc"ept. Six questions asked for personal 
information about the re·spondent. The ques-tions concerning 
knowledge and attitudes were mixed, so that identification 
or relationship would not be easily detected. 
Procurement of Data: 
The letter and questiomiaire were then given to 135 
professional nurses employed by the hospital. The letter 
requested return of' the questionnaire by a projected ten-day 
date. By the specified date 102 questionnaires had been re-
turned. Two returns were discarded as incomplete. The re-
maining 100 returned questionnaires were used to provide the 
data for the study. Seventy-four per cent of the question-
naires were returned. This is a h~gh percentage, which deno~ 
l 
2Appendix A 
Appendix B 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND DISOUSSION OF DATA 
Data Obtained from Questionnaire 
The eight questions designed to test acquired know-
ledge were numbers: 1,2,4,5,7,11,23,and 25. An analysis of 
the results follows. 
Number of articles read: 
l 2 3 4 5 
Number of persons reading that number of articles: 
35 23 21 9 
Out of 100 respondents 92 had read at least one arti 
Multiplication of the number of articles read by the number 
of persons reading that number of articles, equals a grand 
total of 218 articles. 
Sources: 
American Journal of Nursing. • • 53 
Hospitals. . . . . ...... • 10 
Manchester Hospital folder • ·. • • 3 
9 . Ivfoderri Hospitale ... • • • • • • 
Nursing Research • ·• • .. 
• • • • 2 
2 Nursing World. • • • • • . . . . . 
R.N. • • • • • . . . . .. . 
Publication not mentioned. 
Total. • • ,.:,. • •. • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
. . 
• 22 
.117 
218 
In response to the questions, "Have you visited or 
. 
~orked in a progressive patient ·care unit? 11 only twenty an-
~wered yes. One possible reason for the low experience rate 
~as arrived at by cross-tabulation of·the number of years in 
p.ursing, by th.e number of years contact with this hospital. 
~his information was obtained from the personal data questions 
l:md ·is shown in Table 1 .. 
The chart shows that 69 (diagonal total) out of the 
. t:Loo respondents indicated that their working experience in the 
~rofession had beenlimited to this hospital. 
In response to the question con9erning the respondents 
~pinion of the awareness of the general public to progressive 
~atient care, twenty answered yes, while eighty responded no. 
pn the other hand when inquiry was made as to the expectance oj 
~f-avorable family reactions when patients are assigned to pro-
~ressive patient care units, seventy-one answered yes, ten no, 
~d nineteen were uncertain. 
In answering the question, 11Do you think that- ·progres-
sive patient care meets the objective of tailoring services to 
the needs of the individual patient? 11 ninety responded yes, 
'' 
~ive no, and five were uncertain. This high number in the 
affirmative seemed to indicate a general understanding of one 
pf the major purposes of progressive patient care. 
There were forty respondents that answered they had 
ponversed with a member of the medical staff on the subject 
pf progressive patient care • 
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T.AJ3LE 1 
TOTAL YEARS EXPERIENCE AND NUMBER OF YEARS EXPERIENCE IN 
HOSPITAL BEING STUDIED OF 100 RESPONDENTS 
Number of tee rs E.'x-pe ~ience in Nursing 
0-2.9 3-5.9 6-8.9 9-11.9 12-14.9 lS-17.9 18-20.9· Totals 
~umber 0-2.9 39 1 1 2 2 45 
of 3-5.9 10 2 3 1 1 17 
! ~'ears 6-8.9 9 5 2 1 1 18 f0 .. 
1\) 
J Experience . 9..;,11.9 4 2 6 
-·· 
in 12~14.9 4 3 2 9 
this 15-17.9 1 2 3 
aospital 1e-2o.9 2 2 
Total '39 11 12 14 11 -6 1 100 
Table 2 lists the advantages and disadvantages o:f the 
system as expressed by the respondents. 
TABLE 2 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF PROGRESSIVE PATIENT 
OARE 1iHIOH.WERE MENTIONED MOST FREQUENTLY 
Advantages 
Better patient care 
Improved nurse-patient relationship 
Better utilization o:f nursing personnel 
Economy .o:f time and e:f:fort 
Total 
Disadvantages 
Need :for more skilled nurses 
Resistance o:f patien~ to change o:f 
environment 
Loss o:f continuity o:f nurse ... patient 
relationship 
Resistance o:f self-care patient 
Total 
Number 
Number 
o:f Replies 
27 
24 
21 
12 
84 
o:f Replies 
30 
23 
18 
14 
85 
Approximately the same number o:f advantages and dis-
advantages wer~ mentioned. The advantages centered around 
nurse-patient relationships and more effective use of person-
nel. The largest number o:f disadvantages mentioned concerned 
the need :for mo~e skilled nt~JL"se:s and o:f resistance by patients 
to change in '._-environment. Concern about the danger o:f having 
less effective nurse relationships was mentioned by ap~roxi­
mately one-sixth o:f the respondents. 
Questions 3,6,8,9,10,12 1 and 14-were designed to test 
the attitude of the professional nursing staff relative to 
progressive patient care. A point rating score has been set 
up in order to test favorableness. Two points were given to 
a favorabl~ · answer, one point to an unfavorable and zero to 
uncertainty. Rating scores are shown in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
ATTITUDE SCORE OROSS-MATOHED WITR 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PROFESSION 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PROFESSION 
I o-2.9 ', 3-5.91 
Attitude 
6-8.9\ 9-11.91 12-14.9: 15-17 .9! 18-20.5 Tots 
Score 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 1 1 
5· 1 1 
6. .· 1 1 
3. 1 1 
8. ].. l 1 3 
9. 2 .. 1 ~ 
10. 3 1 2 2 1 1 10 
11. 1 1 2 
12. 6 4 2 ? 2 1 2 20 
13. 1 1 2 
" 
14. 25 5 7 8 5 ? ? 1=56 
Total 39 11 12 14 11 6 7 ~ao 
" 
-:.~:1:1-
Out o:f 100 respondents, 56 received ··_the highest score 
Only :four were below the. midpoint and three o:f tb,ese had been 
in the nursing pro:fession over twelve years. There is a 
slight tendency :for those who have been in the pro:fession 
longer to be less :favorable. However a generally :favorable 
attitude existed in relation to progressive patient caree 
To the inquiry as to the adaptability o:f the physical 
:facilities. o:f the hospital to progressive patient care, 88 
thought they could be ·adapted with renovations. 
To the question "In your judgment do you :foresee betteJ 
patient teaching with progressive patient care?" 85 replied 
yes,· 7 no, and 8 were uncertain. This number o:f positive an-
swers pointed up that although patient teaching was being 
done in the hospital there was belief by the nursing staff 
that improvement could be made by a change o:f systems o:f care • 
.Answers concerning attributes of comprehensive nurs:ing 
care being accomplished at present have been listed below 
from high to low: 
Physical. .. • . • • 85 
Emotional • • • • 70 
Spiritual •••• 63 
Health Teaching • 47 
Rehabilitative •• 45 
Environmental • • 41 
The number of professional nurses accomplishing 
physical care was highest. The emotional, spiritual, health 
teaching and rehabilitative aspects of nursing, respectively, 
were mentioned next by the respondents. 
-25""-
. 
The en vir.onmen tal. aspect o:f comprehensive care was the 
lowest. The .writer thought that this was' due in part to leav-
ing the care of the environment to nursing aides or maids, as 
the nurse tended to apply herself to other aspects of care 
requiring more~skills. 
The comprehensive nursing care given in this hospital 
was considered by the respondents as: 
Minimum . ll,, Satisfactory ~' Maximum 1· 
The inquiries about doctor-nurse teamwork revealed 
that they were considered Good to Fair, 43 and 49 respectivelj 
With progressive patient care 74 thought that relations with 
the medical staff would improve, 9 checked no, and 14 were 
uncertain. 
l?referred and present methods of work. assignments 
have been tabulated in Table 4. Team method being highe~t in 
both. 
TABLE 4 
PRESENT METHOD OF WORK ASSIGNMENT AND PREFERRED METHOD 
GF WORK ASSI~NMEN~ OF 92·RESPONDENTS 
: 
:Preferred Present Method 
Method Case I Team f · Functional Total 
Case 4 20 3 27 
Team 10 4_3_ 7 60 
Functional 2 1 2 5 
Total 16 64 12 92 
~ 
The table shows that the case method takes precedence 
over the functional method in both instances. However the 
team method of assignment was the preferred method at present 
and :for the :future by a high majority. 
In answer to the question, 11Do you think: a student 
nurse could receive the necessary experience in a progressive 
patient care system of' hospital care?" 85 answered in the 
a:f:firmative. However qualifying statements such as; 11i:f 
properly planned;"'wi th sufficient time in unit;' and 'with close 
supervision by instructor;' were eipressed. Five answered that 
they considered this uncertain, and 10 answered no, expressin~ 
the opinion that progressive patient care would o:f:fer limited 
experience, and inter:fere with caring :for a patient through-
out his period of' illness. 
In ~able 5 the order of pre:ference for assignment to 
.. 
various progressive care units was·tabulated. Intensive care 
received first preference :from 71 respondents. 
I 
T.A:BLE 5 
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, AND FOURTH PREFERENCES OF 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF NURSES FOR ASSIGNMENT 
TO PROGRESSIVE CARE UNITS 
CHOICES. 
I 
UNITS 1st 2nd · 3rd 4th 
Intensive 71 18 _3_ 1 
Intermediate 11. s6 13 0 
Self-care 2 7 41 33. 
Chronic-care 2 3_ 20 4'] 
Total 86 84 77 81· 
• . 
'<9.,2:7;-,.. 
.. 
Total 
93 
8Q 
83_ 
_72 
_2~8 
• 
There was less preference for the self~care and 
chronic-care units as shown by the chart. The intermediate 
care unit still maintained considerable interest as indicated 
on the chart. 
Individuals stated the need for guidance in the deve-
lopment of selected skills in order to function in the various 
units~ The skills indicated are shown in Table 6. 
TAELE 6 
SKILLS FORESEEN TO BE NEEDED IN PREFERRED AREA AS 
INDICATED BY THE FIRST CHOICE OF RESPONDENTS 
__,.., 
UNITS 
1 ce.u:- 1unronJ.c- · 
Skills. Intensive Intermediate care care 
Tecbnical 22 
Ps:vchological 13 3 1 
Observational 11 ,. 1 
r.· 
Teaching· 5 : 5 1 .' 
,, 
Social 1 ·f 2' 1 1 ,. 
' 
Total 52 .. ~ 11 2 2 
Tot a], 
22 
17 
12 
11 
5 
67 
The need for tecbnic.al skill in the intensive care 
ranked highest. Psychological and observat1onal skills were 
also indicated by a significant number. 
Questions numbered 1, 4;5 and 6 on personal data were 
not included in the analysis as answers were not found to be 
relevant. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS .AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
This study was conducted at the Carney Hospital, 
Boston, Massachusetts where consideration was being given to 
the establtshment of progressive patient care units. The pur-
pose of the study was to deter.mine the readiness of the pro-
_fessional nursing staff to accept and participate in the 
changes that would be necessary in order to establish a new 
system of patient care. O:Q.e hundred and thirty~five question-
aires were distributed. The ·returns numbered one hundred and 
two, or 74 per cent. After discarding two questionnaires that 
were returned, the findings were based on one hu.n:l:'ed returns. 
The questionnaire contained thirty-one questions, eight were 
planned. to measure knowledge and seventeen attitudes. These 
questions were,intermingled, and six questions of a personal 
ature were included. 
The number of readings accomplished by the professiona 
ursing staff, plus the ·previous educational program enabled 
the group to spot major advantages and disadvantages of the 
regressive care concept. However hospital experience with 
this type of care had been .limited to a few respondents, as 69 
per cent of the nurses experience in the profession had been 
in this hospital. 
·. The point rating attitude scale shows that fifty-six 
out of the one hundred reespondents had the highest possible 
score. Only four were below the midpoint. 
Assignment preference points to the intensive and 
intermediate phases of progressive patient care. Respondents 
indicated needs for further skills mentioning.technical, ob-
servational, psychological, social and teaching. More know-
edge, experience and factual information were considered 
ecessary for effective functioning in the various areas. The 
espondents tended to indicate a choice of area with which 
were familiar, and did not mention areas with which they 
ere unfamiliar. · 
OONOLUSIONS 
The findings indicated that some basic knowledge had 
een acquired through reading and education concerning pro-
ressive patient care. Generally favorable attitudes prevaile 
he majority of nurses prefer to be assigned to intensive and 
nter.mediate patient care units. Few were interested in the 
elf-care and chronic-care units. The number of nurses that 
ad been exposed to an observational experience in a progres-
ive patient care unit was minimal. 
The-writer felt that a readiness for the establishment 
f progressive patient care methods existe_d. Based on the 
esults compile@ from the data presented, the hypothesis was 
upported. 
-30 .... 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations are made: 
·1. That reading material on the subject be continued 
to be made available, ex:pecially new articles, and be placed 
in lounge and conference rooms. 
2. That the administration continue their exploratio 
concerning this project, and be informed that the professional 
nursing staff is ready to participate. 
3. That at least monthly discussions take :place amon 
the various groups concerned. This for the purpose to explo~ 
new ideas and maintain. acquired knowledge. 
4. That the:nursing staff as well as other hospital 
groups be invited to participate in :planned tours to hospital 
having established units of progressive patient care. 
5. That education of the general public, which will 
include :patients' families, be undertaken in :preparation for 
any changes made by .the hospital. 
6. That preparation for skills needed in the care of 
:patients in the various units be included in in-service ed-
ucational programs. 
That pre:parat~on·be provided for nurses to develo jJ 
skills and interest in the care of the chronic and self-care 
patient. The fulfillment of this need should be planned in 
basic nursing education as well as :Jum,~the·,in ..... &ervice :program .. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
It is recommended that: 
1. Further studies be carried out to determine the 
progress being made throughout the nation in regard to the 
number of progressive patient care programs in operation, 
with their varying aspects. The study could also include the 
number who plan to start some part of the program in the near 
future. This study would give some idea of the general ac-
ceptance on the· part of administratio~~ medical staff and 
nursing groups, to explore the different phases. 
2. A study of the readiness of a nursing school 
faculty to adapt the education of nursing students to pro-
gressive care situations~ 
3. Further studies be made of staffing patte~s for 
various. phases of progressive patient care. 
4. Further s~udies of satisfactions and dissatisfac-
tion's .of: the professional nurses working in progressive pa-
tient care hospitals. 
·5. A study be conducted to define the role of the 
professional nurse in the various progressive care units of 
the hospital. 
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Dear Employee: 
CARNEY HOSPITAL 
BOSTON, MA.SSA01WSETTS 
JANUARY 10, 1962 
A study is being done at this hospital to determine 
if we are ready to establish Progressive Patient Care Units 
with;tn the hospital .. (i.e. in~ensive, intermediate, self-care 
and chronic-care units). 
This questionnaire is being given to all professional 
nurses employed by the hospital •. Your answers will be of helJ 
to the administration in planning~ We are interested in takir, 
steps ~orward that will result in·better patient care. 
PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS IN ANSWERING THE QUES-
TIONNAIRE: 
1. Read caref'Ully and check .. 
2. If the ques.tion is open write your answer. 
3 .. If you have an additional comment write under the 
question. 
4. It is not necessary to sign your name, but please 
fill in the personal data asked at the end of the 
questionnaire .. 
5. Please replace the questionnaire in the envelope 
and return to your supervisor by January 30th. 
Thank you for your cooperation which will be of 
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PROGRESSIVE PATIENT CARE QUESTIONNAIRE 
(i.e. PPO) 
1. List articles or studies you have read concerning PPC. 
Yes No 
2. Have you visited or worked in a PPC unit? 
3. Are you satisfied with the kind of care you are giving to 
your patients at present? 
4. no you think the general public are aware of PPC programs 
in hospitals? 
5. Have you discussed the subject of PPC with members of the 
medical staff? 
6. Do you think that J?PC will improve the general quality of 
patient care? Uncertain ____ __ 
7. From your knowledge do you think that PPC meets the ob-
jective of tailoring services to the needs of individual 
patients? 
8. Would you like this hospital to establish PPC units? 
9. Are you opposed to the concept of PPC? 
~o~ Do you think PPC would offer more satisfying patient-nursE 
relationships? 
1. Do you think that assignment of patients to PPC units wil 
· , ·:result in favorable family reactions? 
~?. Do you prefer the traditional method o:f care to PPC? 
~3. In your judgement do you foresee better patient teaching 
with PPC? 
L4. Will it be easier to give comprehensive nursing care to 
patients with this new type of' nursing? 
15. Oan you visualize a closer working relationship with the 
medical staff in a PPO hospital? 
16. What method of patient assignment is being used on the 
unit where you· are working? 
case _____ , team _____ , functional. _____ ? (check) 
17, Do you consider the comprehensive nursing care given in 
this hospital at present minimum , satisfactory __ _ 
maximum ? 
18. Would you say that the doctor-nurse teamwork relationship 
at present is 
good _____ , fair _____ , poor_. _____ 1 (check) 
19. If PPO were in effect which units would you prefer for 
your assignment? 
intensive ___ , .intermediate ___ , self-care __ _ 
chronic ? 
(list order of preference. 1,2,3,4). 
20. Do you prefer the case , team , functional. __ _ 
method of patient assignment? (check) 
21. · Do you think a student nurse could receive the necessary 
experience in a PPO system. of hospital care? 
22. What particular skills do you foresee you will need in 
your preferred area of PPO? 
23. Please.list any other advantages or.disadvantages of PPO. 
Advantages Disadvantages 
. "=-:'0 
"-J.~ 
24. Which attributes of comprehensive nursing care are you 
accomplishing now? 
physical _____ , spiritual _____ , emotional _____ , 
environmental ___ , rehabilitative ___ , health teachin~ 
__ , (check) 
25. Will our physical facilities lend to PPO? _____________ _ 
PERSONAL DATA: 
1. What speciality of nursing do you prefer? _______ _ 
2. Number of years experience in your profession? ____ _ 
3. Length of contact with this hospital? _______________ __ 
4. In how many other-:-ho~pitals have you worked? _____ _ 
5. On how many clinical areas have you worked in this hospital? ____________________________________________ __ 
6. Have you ever been hospitalized yourself? _____________ _ 
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